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Polls

Polls
We organise some polls, to understand the usage, distribution and application of ImageJ worldwide.
Every poll will be active one month. Please complete this questionnaire or just view the results.
What do you think about the 2012 conference programme? [08/2012]

It is very interesting for me. It is a interesting programme in general, but doesn't meet my topics.
The programme doesn't have a good balance, it is too development related. The programme
doesn't have a good balance, it is too user related.

The programme is not at all interesting. Vote

What do you wish for the conference program? [06/2012]

I like to see more user relevant presentations than developer stuff. I like to see more developer
related presentations than how to use ImageJ. I am interested in both. Please try to get a good
balance.

Does not matter I am sure it will be a nice and informative programme anyway. Vote

Do you like the parallel session in the conference? [2010]

Yes, this is fine. Due to this the speakers have 30 min to present their work. That lets them the
time to explain their work in more detail. I select the presentations that are interesting for me. No, I
would prefer only one session, as I want to see every talk. It is no problem, if a presentation is then a
bit shorter. No, I would prefer only one session, as I want to see every talk. It is no problem, if there
are less presentations as I like the 30 min talks. Vote
What are the strengths of ImageJ in your opinion? [09/2010]

It is intuitive and easy to use. It can handle all image formats I am working with. It can be used
on almost all platforms. It is easy to automate ImageJ. Its plug-in structure gives me the flexibility
to adapt it to my needs. Vote
ImageJ User and Developer Conference 2010

Please select the most important reason.
Yes, I plan to participate, as I want to learn more about the recent developments around ImageJ.
Yes, I plan to participate, as the workshops are very interesting for me. Yes, I plan to participate, as
the scientific programme looks very interesting. Yes, I plan to participate, as I like the format of the
conference. (workshops + presentations) Yes, I plan to participate, to have interesting discussions
with other users. No, I will not come. The programme is not that interesting for me. No, I will not
come. I have other reasons to not attend the meeting. Vote
I am student. I am PhD or MD student. I am a post doc. I am a professor. I am a industrial
researcher. I am a researcher in a public institute I am retired I do not fit into one of the above
categories. Vote
In which domain do you use ImageJ? [06/2010]

I use ImageJ in the domain of ...
... Cell biology. ... Micro biology.
sciences.

... Nutrition research.

... General biology.

... Astronomy.

... Medical imaging.

... Material

... Environmental sciences. Vote

What's your user level? [05/2010]

I am a beginner. I am used to ImageJ. I am used to ImageJ and write my own macros. I am an
advanced user and program own plugins. I am an advanced user and patch the ImageJ core to my
needs. Vote
ImageJ flavour [04/2010]

Which version of ImageJ do you use?
I use ImageJ (without additional plugins) I use ImageJ + installed selected macros and plugins I
use BMF ImageJ (http://www.macbiophotonics.ca/imagej/) I use Fiji (http://pacific.mpi-cbg.de) I use
the imagejdev.org code

I use an other flavour Vote
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